
Mandalay – Bangkok – London – Southampton on 03-04-05 January, 2014

I was awake at 04:45hrs on January 3rd. The crew seemed to be recovering from yesterday's unsticking 
event.  So, there was even more deck clatter and banging than usual.

Lying in my bed I walked through the rather torturous route back to Southampton.  As I hit a certain 
point I would get out of bed to get the information required or the piece of equipment needed (for 
example the electrical adapter that I would need in Heathrow so I could do email while waiting for the 
intercity coach to Southampton). 

The engines roared to life at 06:45, including the scouting skiff.  The skiff went off looking for a safe 
passage and failed.  By 07:05 we were stuck – AGAIN.   We twisted and turned and got free again only
to run aground again.  By now the grinding routine was really getting on my nerves.  

The plan was to meet a coach that was being sent up from Mandalay. .

While the Captain tried every trick he knew, we had breakfast from 07:00 on January 3rd .  I had a big 
breakfast as I intended to skip dinner in Mandalay.  The GPS said we were three kilometres north of 
Kyat Nyat.  I was just hoping we could find any village on the west bank with a road so that the coach 
could reach us. 

The purser passed around an e-mail list, that he subsequently printed out.

Starting at 09:00, we got our passports back when we paid our bills.  My bill was only fifteen dollars – 
for the Pandaw Cruise polo shirt which will be a main stay on board the British cruise ship “Balmoral”.

For the early lunch at 11:00 hrs I had the hot dog and fries I had ordered at breakfast.

At 11:30 we put our suitcases out so they could be transferred to the coach.  That meant porters 
carrying the suitcases up the sandy beach on their shoulders.  The bags were put on a form of TukTuk 
and driven to the coach.  

At 12:00 we disembarked at Sungi on the east bank to take the coach to Mandalay.  This was a radical 
departure from the original plan as we were supposed to have cruised back into Mandalay.  We slogged 
850 yards to the coach, passing through part of the local market. The locals were unfailingly 
welcoming – the young kids always said “Bye bye”.

We then had a Burmese Back Shake.  These hand-made roads are a series of bumps connected by 
tollbooths.  The bus was right hand drive and the driver spent most of his time honking the horn to 
clear the road of dogs, motor bikes, cows and double-deckers. We did not get above 50 kph the whole 
trip. 

It was about 2.5 hours hours drive to the Mandalay Hill Resort.  The various tour companies had been 
advised to pick us up at this destination.  I got picked up and driven to the Mandalay Swan Hotel.  It 
was right next to the swank five star one built by the Singaporeans, across from the Royal Palace.  The 
Swan could best be described as a 1950s motel with five star prices.

I got into my room by 15:00 and reorganized for the flights.   The first thing I had to do was polish my 
shoes to get the sand of the landing beach off them.



I skipped dinner and tried to catch up on world news from Aljezeera.  There was a squib about the 
Chief of the Burmese military indicating that things might be relaxed for a change to the constitution.  
He was very guarded, but the hint was there.  

There was also a glancing reference to a mega snowstorm that was hitting the US North east.

Just after the fogging machine roared past outside my room, I went to bed at 20:00 and had eight hours 
sleep before the workers started to arrive at 04:00 hrs.

At the Mandalay Swan Hotel, I went to breakfast at 06:00 and had a nice omelet.  One cup of coffee 
was enough as it was caffeine stoked.

In the lobby at 06:50, I watched a man fogging the entry.  Obviously mosquitoes are kept at bay by 
fogging.  So, despite the claims to the contrary, I guessed that malaria might be an issue.

My Goway guide and driver picked me up at 06:55 and we had an easy drive to the airport,albeit on 
one of those man-made roads.  The guide wanted to practise his English so I obliged.

At the Thai Airways check in I was told I could only have a boarding pass as far as Bangkok – I would 
have to get the Bangkok to Heathrow in Bangkok.  They asked for a paper copy of my ticket.  All I had 
was a scrap of paper with my E-Ticket number, but that did the trick.  They had no automated baggage 
tags so the tag was hand-written.  I made sure it had the correct flight number and the magic LHR on it.

I got through security at 08:00 and had no problems at Passport Control.  Somehow I avoided a $10 
Departure Tax – it might have been embedded in the ticket.

When I got down to Gate 6 the only other residents were a Japanese woman and a pigeon – must have 
been a Passenger Pigeon ;-)   I found a WiFi signal but could not get connected.  I suspected that my 
firewall was the problem, but I was reluctant to take it down.

My 09:35 flight to Bangkok was on Thai Airways TG 782 arriving in Bangkok at 11:45 hrs.

In Bangkok airport I had to pick up my second boarding pass to connect to Thai Airways TG 916.  
Trying to get that boarding pass was an exercise in frustration.  Fortunately the flight was 45 minutes 
late.  We finally took off for a brutal 13 hour flight to Heathrow arriving in London at 19:35 hours.  So, 
January 4th was spent up in the air.

At Heathrow I used my British passport to get through the automated scanner system – never talked to 
a human being.  I picked up my bag and immediately packed my jacket into my suitcase that I had 
carried from Mandalay in order to remain under the Thai Airways 44 pound limit. I trundled my bag a 
long way to the Central Bus Terminal, which seemed to be halfway to Terminal 1.  I sat in the damp 
cold bus terminal from 2045 hrs.  It was quite a temperature shock which I combated with my sweater 
and rain jacket.

At 22:00 the boarding notice was posted as Gate 15, the furthest away.  My bag went on and I was 
quite happy to see lots of empty seats.  That quickly evaporated when, just before  the 22:30 departure 
time, the driver ordered all bags off the seats as the bus would be full.  Mulling that over I then 
discovered that we were stopping at Terminal 4 and Terminal 5.  And, sure enough, a big guy wedged 
himself into the empty seat beside me.  Once we got under way, my problem was staying awake as my 



stop was not the last one on the route.  We arrived at the Southampton coach terminal at 00:45 on 
January 5th.

I tried to take a cab from the coach terminal to the Holiday Inn.  There were about eight taxis in the cab
rank, but they were all booked.  So, I had to drag my suitcase through an area near the docks – I was 
very uneasy as this was a security risk  I got to the Holiday Inn because I had printed out a map before 
leaving Toronto.  An excellent example of the old military max – PPPPPP – Prior Planning Prevents 
P**s Poor Performance.

I fell into my bed only to find that the duvet was wafer thin and there was no heating in the room.  I got
about four hours sleep and then gave up.

I went down to breakfast and had the standard fare, but having two coffees to pry open my eyes.

Back in my room, I took out some fresh clothing for my lunch date.  I would have lunch with shipmates
from last years cruise on the “Voyager”.  

From the TV I caught on the news.  The huge storm that had caused New York and New Jersey to shut 
down was a feature.  Canada was not mentioned, but that sort of storm also hits Toronto.

In Myanmar I had concluded that I was chewing up SD camera cards too rapidly and that I should have
brought DVD disks to backup my HDD backup so that I could erase and reuse the SD cards.  From my 
walk at 01:00 I remembered I had passed a shopping centre,.  So I retraced my steps and found Marks 
and Spencer's.  No luck but a nice guy told me to go to John Lewis right next door and I found a 
spindle of ten DVD disks for 4.95 pounds – even my TD Visa card worked!

We had a great lunch at 'The Duke of Wellington' pub near the old city wall.  I recognized the area 
when I saw the nearby 'Titanic' pub, outside which a tour guide had delivered a long gargoyle speech 
during the 2013 visit to the Isle of Wight and The New Forest.

At 14:30 I was driven to the docks to board the 'Balmoral'.  It was the normal routine of dumping your 
suitcase for x-ray, filling out the Health Certificate certifying you did not have Noro Virus, handing 
over  your passport, getting your ship ID card and a ticket for the waiting room.  I was quite fortunate 
as I was invited to board by 15:15 and went straight to my cabin.  

It took a VERY long time for my bag to get to my cabin.  I took one look and knew it had been opened.
Fortunately, I use TSA locks so that lock had not been cut off  I did a careful inventory and nothing was
missing.

Long story short:  It was a very tiring return trip from Myanmar to the 'Balmoral'.

THE END
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